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Artist: Must Go Radio
Release title: Must Go Radio
Track listing:
1) Kill Your TV
2) Alhambra
3) Young With You
4) The Stroke You Told Me So Much About
Genre: Indie, electronic
Label: Rust Music
Catalog #: rust/006
Release date: March 2nd 2009

About this release
"Kill Your TV". Could a band called Must Go Radio have come up with a better title for a song? No, we
don't believe so either.
Rust Music's release number 6 is yet another debut from a very promising up and coming name, homegrown and ready for the rest of the world.
Must Go Radio's debut EP is a mixture of indie sounds and electro vibes, one that you don't want to miss.
Gritty yet poppy tunes built on frenzy guitar playing and polyphonic drum patterns, topped off with the
harmonic twin singing of Rasmus Torp Littauer and Anders Møller Toft.

Biography
Must Go Radio are four young gents from the city of Aarhus. They moved to Copenhagen to spread the
good vibrations using happy and danceable tones. And that is precisely where and why we discovered
them. To pass the good vibe on and make sure that as many as possible know that they Must Go Radio.
The four guys describe themselves as being diametrically opposite, with such different backgrounds as
polka, jazz, Balkan, sea shanties, tango, hip hop and electronic music fusion project Analogik and electronic trio Zvook Mescalin.
The band creates a unique combination of indie and electro, more addictive than smoking and much healthier too. The Danish music site Frekvens described them as "the electro rocking Danish counterpart to a
discotheque rendezvous between Happy Mondays and The Klaxons.
The Must Go Radio takes its beginning in August 2008 and the group quickly got gigs at respectful Danish
venues such as Vega and Voxhall, and as if that wasn’t enough Danish music magazine Soundvenue
dubbed the band "Soundvenue Selected", a title given only to promising up and coming music.
With this EP Rust Music aims to bring this wonderful sound out to as many people as possible and pr epare the world for the Must Go Radio long player in late 2009.

Previous praise
Tune in to the frequency of Must Go Radio and let the sound waves fry your brain and get your dance
shoes moving
- Danish music magazine Soundvenue labelling Must Go Radio "Soundvenue Selected".
Must Go Radio: "Must Go Radio" will be released on Rust Music on March 2nd 2009
Listen on last.fm: http://www.last.fm/music/Must+Go+Radio/Must+Go+Radio
About Rust Music
Rust Music is a new Danish label run by Copenhagen concert venue and nightclub Rust. Instead of being another label
focused on feeding the mainstream market, Rust Music focuses on side projects, live versions and b-sides.
Rust Music will present the oblique and surprising approaches, which doesn't stick to the middle lane. Rust Music focuses on niche productions that would otherwise not have found their way to the market.
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